**APPLIED DIPLOMACY (MINOR)**

The Minor in Applied Diplomacy is designed to equip students with an understanding of the transprofessional nature of modern diplomacy, which holds that while diplomacy is practiced by nation-state diplomatic corps representatives, it is also practiced by businesspeople, scientists, artists, educators, religious leaders, community organizers and activists, among others. This perspective is the hallmark of the Grace School of Applied Diplomacy and is the lens through which we aim to inspire minors to see the work they are doing in their respective majors as a vital source of diplomatic knowledge and practice.

The core courses required for a Minor in Applied Diplomacy have been chosen to give the students a strong foundation upon which to build a bridge between their own major and the discipline of diplomatic studies.

The Minor in Applied Diplomacy consists of six courses. Three of these courses must be drawn from among DPL 200, DPL 201, DPL 202 and DPL 203. Students taking the Minor may also take a fourth course from this group.

Course | Title | Quarter Hours
---|---|---
Choose 3 of the following: | | 12
DPL 200 | DIPLOMACY: ITS PAST AND PRESENT | 4
DPL 201 | DIPLOMACY: ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE | 4
DPL 202 | TRANSPROFESSIONAL MEDIATION AND NEGOTIATION | 4
DPL 203 | CITIZEN DIPLOMACY IN THE 21ST CENTURY | 4
Select 3 additional courses from Applied Diplomacy concentration courses | | 12

The three remaining courses a student must take to fulfill the requirements of the Minor can be drawn from no more than two of the eleven concentrations offered in the BA program. One of the three remaining courses may be fulfilled by the fourth course from "DPL 200-201-202-203" group above. Students who minor in Applied Diplomacy will be encouraged to work with an advisor to select concentration courses which best reflect their field of interest.

- Diplomacy and Critical Theory ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-critical-theory.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-critical-theory.aspx))
- Diplomacy and International Law ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-law.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-law.aspx))
- Diplomacy and International Political Economy ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-political-economy.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-political-economy.aspx))
- Diplomacy and International Relations ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-relations.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-international-relations.aspx))
- Diplomacy and Religion ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-religion.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-religion.aspx))
- Diplomacy and Arts ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-arts.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-arts.aspx))
- Diplomacy, Culture, and Identity ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-culture-identity.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-culture-identity.aspx))
- Diplomacy, Non-Governmental Organizations, and Peacebuilding ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-ngos-peacebuilding.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/diplomacy-ngos-peacebuilding.aspx))
- History of Diplomacy ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/history-of-diplomacy.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/history-of-diplomacy.aspx))
- Urban Diplomacy ([https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/urban-diplomacy.aspx](https://las.depaul.edu/academics/applied-diplomacy/undergraduate/applied-diplomacy-ba/concentration-requirements/Pages/urban-diplomacy.aspx))